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The Premise Language 

Ask yourself these questions… 

 

  “Instead of having to maintain pointers to nameless, faceless data structures, 
what if computer memory was a place where we could create entities and 
later find them by name, or type, or by attribute value?”  

 

 “What if we were given a knowledge base without an inference engine, how 
would we program it? What primitives would we need? Or want?” 

 

“What if I handed you an inference engine, how would you incorporate it into 
your program?” 

  

What if I could search for multiple complex patterns in parallel?  
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Components (in the current implementation) 

Client Client Service Service 

Compile Compile 

Execute Execute 

Internal 
store 

Internal 
store 

Data 
adaptor 

Data 
adaptor 

External 
store 

External 
store 
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An Artificial Intelligence Platform 

 Parenthetical Syntax, λ-Grammar 

 Ability to Easily Run Agents 

 Ability to Easily Use Internal/External Services 

 SOA on the fly (one line) 

 Service & agent set-up in one line 

 Interesting Data Types 

 Persistent Memory 

 Functions of Interest 

 Highly contextual — Why 
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Sample of Syntax 

to  factorial  {?x} 

   (reduce  *  

         (range 1 to ?x))) 

end 

∴ factorial 

 

(factorial 4) 

∴ 24 

 Functions can be written as 
statements or forms 

 Functions can be named or 
unnamed 

 Functions can have no 
arguments, a fixed number 
of arguments, or have a 
varying number of 
arguments 

 Functions return a value 
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Interesting Data Types 

 The Usual: 

 ?Variables, Functions, Number, Time, 'String', & Boolean 

 Lists: {'The' 'quick' 'brown' 'fox'} 

 Literals: The quick brown fox 

 Data: :slot !method 

 IDs:  ^, @, intention_1, pr-2, io-3 

 Instances: 

 [intention ^ intention_73 :intent cook :urgency 66.7] 

 Key words:  true, false, infinity, … 
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A {list} is… 

 An array 

 A list 

 A stack 

 A queue 

 A storage object 

 A map 

 

 We don't decide up-front on storage class 
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Persistent Memory — Functions 

 Standard Prototype/Instance Intrinsics: 

 Let, New, Old, Nix, and more 

 Operations directly on instance data 

 Add, Cut, Push, Pop, and more 

 Queries: (with selectors actions)  ~ SQL-esque 

                (given patterns actions) ~ OPS-esque  [ slide 10] 

 The Premise pattern — Relational data base [slide 10 & 11] 

 [myRelation as ?mr (= :color red)] 

 The Chain selector — Hierarchical data base [slide 10 & 12] 

 chain :parent as ?p 

 Copy, Atomic, Join, Limit, Do, List, and more 
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Persistent Memory — Life cycle 

 Creating an instance with (new) 

 Default values are copied from the prototype(s) 

 User's data is filled into the instance 

 prototype_new is called (database trigger) 

 !new is called (constructor) 

 The instance is added to the database 

 Deleting an instance with (old) 

 !old is called (destructor) 

 prototype_old is called (database trigger) 

 The instance is removed from the database 
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Sample of Persistence Syntax 

(with inventory as ?i (= :color red) 

     chain :category as ?cat 

     list {i ?cat}) 

 

 Unlike most data base systems, chain doesn't need 

to join to a specific table.  It can join to any table, 

because it's an ID, not a key value. 
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Relations [1 of 2] 

 (new company :company Toyota) ∴ company_1 

 (new model :company company_1 :model Prius) 

 (new model :company company_2 :model Lexus) 

 

      Toyota 

 

      Toyota 

 

        Prius 

 

        Prius 

 

       Lexus 

 

       Lexus 

In this example, Company 

and Model are already- 

defined prototypes. 
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Hierarchy [2 of 2] 

 (new model :model Prius) ∴ model_1 

 (new model :model Lexus) ∴ model_2 

 (new company :company_1 :model {model_1 model_2}) 

 

      Toyota 

 

      Toyota 

 

        Prius 

 

        Prius 

 

       Lexus 

 

       Lexus 

In this example, Company 

and Model are already- 

defined prototypes. 
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Intrinsic Functions of Interest 

 Best:  Uses similarity comparators [slide14] to find the best 

items/candidates in a list.  Great for "best action" 

problems 

 Sort:  Allows you to sort, select the sorting algorithm, 

and filter at the same time 

 Transformations:  In which items in a list can be 

operated on as a whole 

 Multi-threading:  Co, Async, Await 

 Example: 

 (async (sensoryFunctions) (cognitiveFunctions) (processImprovement)) 
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More Functions of Interest 

 ~ is similarity of strings and lists, or other items as if 
lists 

 MAP presents a record as a list of its data (for use 
with ~ 

 Logicals:  With, Given, Any, All, No, None, Every, ... 
(with short-circuiting) 

 Multi-threading:  Ask, Say, Answer 

 Example: 

 (put (ask {udp '127.0.0.1:8081‘} 'Is "Barack 
Obama" president') ?result) 
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Premise on the Outside 

 Can run from the keyboard 

 Can run as a servlet 

 Interactive Read-Execute-Reply 

 

(+ 3 7) 

∴ 10  

Service 

Servlet 
listeners 

Keyboard 
listener 
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Premise on the Inside 

 Space-saving common storage — Typically, there's 
only one copy of many objects [slide 17] 

 Shared data through instance links [slide 17] 

 Internal and external storage — Data adaptors 

 Shortcut operators, stopping execution quickly 

 Example:  And, Or, and other logicals 

 Example:  Best and Sort, with limits & thresholds 

 Context, child contexts, and sibling contexts [slide 18] 

 The future:  Translate from Java to pure executable 
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Space-Saving Common Storage 

 Similar Objects will often share the same object 

 (put someLiteral ?x) 

 (put someLiteral  ?y) 

 At this point,  ?x and  ?y share the same value 

object 

 Record-pointer sharing in the internal database: 

 (put (get fact_1)  ?x) 

 (put (get fact_1)  ?y) 

 Again,  ?x and  ?y share data 
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Contexts [1 of 3] 

Initial context 

?x, local ?L 
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Contexts [2 of 3] 

Initial context 

?x, local ?L 

Child context 
(WITH) 

?y, local ?L 
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Contexts [3 of 3] 

Initial context 

?x, local ?L 

Child context 
(WITH) 

?y, local ?L 

Child context 

(async) 

?z, local ?L 

Child context 

(async) 

?z, ?local ?L 
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Highly Contextual — Why? 

 Let's do the obvious thing the easy way 

 Some examples:  

 No key-words, but words are meaningful in context 

 (if (= ?x 0) with else while) 

 In Premises, ^ and : are different: 

 Normally :x ?y represents a pair of values 

 In a Premise, it's the same as (put :x ?y) 

 In (with…), (put…) is different: 

 Every function (intrinsic and defined) must return true/false 

 …Except (put…), because it's more convenient not to count it 
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A Comparison 

 The "Interesting Places to Go" problem 

Many possible possible destinations 

We want at least 50 miles away (or not a vacation) 

We want no more than 300 miles away (1 day travel) 

We want the highest possible interest level (fun, 1-10) 

We want only 5 suggestions, at most (not complicated) 

 Examples follow in various languages [slides 23-25] 
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Places to Go — Premise 

(sort (with places (<= 50 :distance 300)) 

       descending insertion :fun limit 5 max 10)       
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Places to Go — SQL   (DB2) 

SELECT * 

FROM places 

WHERE distance BETWEEN 50 AND 300 

ORDER BY fun DESC 

FOR 5 RECORDS ONLY 
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Places to Go — Java, C++ or C# 

 A little too complicated for one slide 

 Here are the steps:  

 Establish a connection to persistent storage 

 Set up an object to hold a record 

 Read the records into a vector of such objects 

 Rejection outside of 50-300 

 Place those that pass on the list 

 Perform a sort (on the array extract of the vector) 

 Loop to read out the best 5 
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Feature Comparison 
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Predefined Inference    

Predefined Ontology  

Expandable Inference    C  C 

Inference Intrinsics   

Similarity Matching  C  

Logical Matching        

Async & Concurrency     

Messaging     

Efficient Performance      C  

Expressive Syntax      

Namespaces       

Persistent Objects   C  
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Key: 

   Has feature 

C  Partial feature 
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A Logic Example [1 of 9] 
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A Logic Example [2 of 9] 
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Create IDEA Create IDEA 
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A Logic Example [3 of 9] 
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Created Created 
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A Logic Example [4 of 9] 
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Instance Instance 
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A Logic Example [5 of 9] 

31 

Created Created 
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A Logic Example [6 of 9] 
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Another Another 
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A Logic Example [7 of 9] 
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Created Created 
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A Logic Example [8 of 9] 
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Search / 

Add 

Search / 

Add 
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A Logic Example [9 of 9] 
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∴ Created ∴ Created 
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Traveling Salesman Problem [1 of 2] 

 A salesman wants to visit a number of sites 

 We want to minimize cost (money, time, whatever) 

 Find the best route 

 Try all possible paths 

 …but only continue on paths that decrease cost 
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Traveling Salesman Problem [2 of 2] 

(to TSPLow {?will ?can ?soFar}                    ; Inner recursive func. 

   (if (= ?can {}) (return {?will 0}))                  ; Empty? 

   (local ?best ?WCopy ?CCopy ?cost ?maybe)             ; Locals 

   (put {_ infinity} ?best)                             ; No best item yet 

   (for ?which in ?can                                  ; Loop for possibilities 

      (put (if (= {} ?will) 0 else (costFn (item ?will n) ?which)) ?cost) ; Cost 

      (if (<= ?cost ?soFar)                             ; Worth a try? 

         (put (& ?will {?which}) ?WCopy)                ; Candidate destination 

         (put (diff ?can {?which}) ?CCopy)              ; Move it out of right 

         (put (TSPLow ?WCopy ?CCopy (- (item ?best 2))) ?maybe) ; Recurse 

         (put {(item ?maybe 1) (+ (item ?maybe 2) ?cost)} ?maybe) ; Path cost 

         (if (< (item ?maybe 2) (item ?best 2)) (put ?maybe ?best)))) ; Keep? 

   ?best)                                               ; Return best 

(to TSP ?list (TSPLow {} ?list infinity))         ; Outer wrapper 

(to costFn {?from ?to}                            ; Costing function                         

   (with costs (= :from ?from) (= :to ?to) do :cost))   ; DB lookup of cost 
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The Near Future 

 Way faster persistence 

 Use of C-based code will allow immediate, single I/O 

of complex objects 

 

 Auto-index 

 Premise should be able to determine 

 which indices are needed,  

 when to build them, and 

 when to drop them 
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Questions? 

 Sheldon O. Linker 

 Linker Systems, Inc. 

 sol@linker.com 

 linker.com 

 

 Michael S. P. Miller 

 Piaget Modeler 

 piagetmodeler@gmail.com 

 piagetmodeler.tumblr.com 
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